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ON REFLECTION OF SHOCK ?VAVES FROM BOUNDARY L;llXRS1 
B y  H. W. LIKPMAXX-, A. ROSHKO, and S. D ~ a w u -  
S U ~ I J I A R Y  
iJ fCaRurements of the remion charadeistics of shuck m r e s  
froom a Jlaf wgface toifh a laminar and turbulenf bmndary /aypr 
a n  presmted. The incesfigations were carried out at Mach 
numbgrR from 13 to 1.6 grid a Rqno[ds number of 
0.9X I @ .  
me dcffercnce in fhc shock-ware interaction .urith laminar and 
turbulent boundary layers, ftrlrffound i n  transonic jowl i s  con- 
firmed and ,inresfigafed in defailfor supersonic POLL'. me rela- 
tiw ~ r p n f r ~ a m  injlucnce of a 8hock ware impinging on a giren 
boundary layer has been meamred for both laminar and furbu- 
lerrt layers. 5% upstream infIuence of as shuck ware i n  the 
laminar layer i8 found to be of fhe order of 60 bounday-layer 
thickne*.ws as compared with about 5 in the furbufent case. 
Separation almost alunys occurs in the laminar boundary layer. 
The creparation i8 restricted to a region of ~ i n i t e  xlent upstream 
c!f the thehock m c e .  I n  the turbulent case no sew-ration u x s  
found. ,-I m&I rtf the Jlow near the point of .impingement of 
t h  *hick a r e  on the boundary layer i s  gicen for buth cases. 
The dcfftrence between impul,~e-fype and step-type shock m r e s  
,ix rlixewa~d and their inferadions &th the bounda.nj layer are 
e m  pared. 
&Some general cor&Piderationa on the ezpen'mental p r d ~ i o n  
o_f 8hck  u u ~ e ~ f T o m  wedges and cones are presented, as well as 
n Ji8~huuttion of boundary layer i n  wpersonie fow. A few ex- 
ampies of rejection of shack vlvzres from szrposonic shear layers 
are also presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
~h~ investigations on the of shocb; from 
boundary layers reported here f o m  part of an e-sperimental 
studv of -ous in bhspeed do\!-. ~ ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~ ~ t . ~ l  
rHults of the last have sholm ht viscous 
in supersonic and especidy in transonic Bow are often r eq -  
inlDortant and quite different from resulk in 
subsonic don.. ~h~ earliest of thiy nature are due to 
Ferri (reference 11 ~ h o  obserred separation of the boundary 
layer from the rearlt-ard part of a supersonic airfoil section in 
a r e o n  of e.xpected favorable pressure gradient. A little 
later Donaldson (reference 2) &sc&,ed bri4,v the strong 
botrndaq-Iarer iduence upon the shock ware in a duct. 
The apparent disagreement between t-heorj- and experiment 
in transonic flo\v and aIso among ~arious esperiment.al re- 
sults prompted a thorough investigation of boundary-layer 
effects in transonic flow. Inyestigations of t b  nat-ure Kere 
started independently by Ackeret, Feldmann, and Rott 
(reference 3) in S~\i,itze~land and b i  p u p s  at  the Kationd 
t Supwwdes XACA TN % "On ReEecthn of Bhock Waves from Barmdw Layersn 
try H. t. ~fepmann, A. m k o ,  am3 6. ~ h s w a n ,  1951. 
2T24SM-7 
dd*or_v Committee for Aeronau'tics (reference 4) and at 
the G u ~ b n h e i m  Aeronauticd Laboratorr, California h t i -  
., 
tute of Tec'molog~- (reference 51, in this countr~. The 
results of all these investigations shored a rather star% 
the b O u n d a ~  layer upon the rrholefloa-field- 
The detailed measurements at GALCIT and especially 
- 
those by'dckeret, Feldmann, and Rott sblved. a number of 
interesting interactire effects betit-ecn shock viares and 
boundary Iayer. The measurements in transonic flow 'were 
very important in showing up the strong boundarr-layer 
effects and also in cautioning comparisons between esperi- 
ment and inviscid thtwry in transonic floik-. EON-ever. the 
complication of the transonic-flo~ probIem made an a n d ~ t i -  
c d  emhation of the results, and specificalI1 of the boundary- 
layer idluence, inlpossible. I t  R-as therefore necessaq- to 
attempt to simpIif~ the interaction problem as much ns 
possible without losing any important features. To do this 
a general qualitatire anal~tical studr of the genera1 problem 
of riscous effects in high-speed flow was necessnq, coupIed 
~ S t h  a careful experimental investigation of the important 
e o u s  effects in transonic and supersonic flow (reference 6). 
Experiments and simple theoretical consideration shot!-d 
that in transonic and supersonic Borr there exist- vkcous (and 
turbulent) effects which are of a dserent nature and often 
of a different order of magpitude from comparable phe- 
nomena in subsonic flow- Various 'phenomena of this type 
have been qualitatire1~- discussed in references 6 and 7. 
Speaking in broad and Ioose term, the difference in viscous 
effects in supersonic as compa..rrui vv-it.h subsonic flow is due to 
the fact t h t  the outer forr field is hyperbolic and therefore 
rat,her sensitive to local changes in the boundary conditions 
and that the interaction betiveen the outer supersonic fidd 
and the necessarily subsonic field e-xisting near solid surfaces . 
is quite dzerent from the interaction in pureIr subsonic Bow. 
I7~cosit: makes purely supersonic flow pust solid boundaries 
impossibIe whenever the n o d p  condition is satisfied. 
Except for an extension of standard boundary-Ia~er theory 
to GgL*~eed f lor  there hardlq- e-xkted an1 theoretical 
approach to viscosity 8 e c t s  in supersonic flow. A con- 
sideration of the ~elI-knon-n PoUausen method with simple 
su~ersonic-floff theory has been used in attempts to compute 
interactire effects between boundag Ia~ers  and supersonic 
flow. (See references 6, 8, and 9.1 Recently Lage~t rom . .- 
and his coworke~ have started a broad theoretical investi- 
gation of viscous, com~resa%le flow (reference 10)- The 
excessire mathematical &culties of dealing ivit.h the full - 
nonlinear equations made simplifjing assumptions impera ti ve 
and, therefore, so far, a direct comparison b e t ~ e e n  measure- 
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ments and theory is not possible. But there is now some 
hope that the  gap can be narrowed in tlie not too distant 
future; a t  least qualitative agreement in a few cases has 
becn eshblieherl. 
The problem of the reflection of oblique shock waves from 
a flat surface with a boundary layer appeared to be the 
simplest case to be investigated experimentally and the 
results of measurcmmts of this type are here reported.% It 
\{-as intended to study first, bcfore proceeding to thc bound- 
ary-layer prol~lcm, tllc reflection and transmission of sllock 
waves througl~ supersonic shear layers, that is, parallel layers 
in which the velocity and hlach nwnbcr change a t  constant 
pressure but nowhere become subsonic. For such shear 
lagers aucl weak sllock waves a theory has been given by 
Marble (reference 121, and a compnrison appcarcd useful. 
Tht? production of simple stable shear larcrs, however, 
proved very difficult indeed and only a few measurements 
were made. 
During tIlc attempts to set up clean experimental con- 
ditions both for a shear layer and for a boundnry-layer 
interaction, i t  was found necessary to investigate thc distri- 
bution of prcssrlre and general natnrr! of the shock waves 
\vhich \t7ere used in the inkact ion process. This study led 
to some interesting and, in many respects, rather surprising 
results which are discussed in the section "Remnrks on Shock 
Waves" of this rcport. 
One may ask here why a cornpIirated plirnomenon such as 
tlie interaction between shock waves and bounclar~ layer is 
investigated before the boundary layer in a uniform super- 
sonic flow has bcen studicd carefulIy. The reason for this 
apparently illogical approach is that the problem grew 
naturalIy from the earlier investigations of transonic flow. 
Thc interaction between shock waves and boundary layer 
~nalics tllc flow problem complicated but the resulting effects 
are very large and comparatively easy to measure. To 
study dctailed boundary-layer flow alone, small and do wly 
varying parameters have to be measured. It is hoped tha t  
the instrumentation dercloped in the investigation of shock- 
wave and boundary-layer interaction can bc furt.lier refined 
R.IICL used in investigating b o u l l d q  layers in uniform flow. 
Tbc prcscnt investigation was carried out a t  GALCIT 
under the sponsorship and with the hancial  assistance of 
t.hc National Advisory. C o m i t k e  for Aeronaut.ics. The 
auhoi-s wish to achoivlcdge the cooperation of hlessrs. 
Harry Ashkontrs and Rrtjlnond Chuan; discussions \viB 
Drs. Lagerst.rom and Cole were of great. assist-ance. 
b thickness of subsonic region (refcrcnc.~ 13) 
d distt~ncc, dong flow direction, from leading edge of 
14 lleigllt of region of ififluence of disl~irbancc deprnd- 
ing on angle of wedge sides 
I& Ilcight of region of influence of disturbance depend- 
i ug on nose bluntness 
.. 
t Borne rnearaaements on shock-wave rcflertIon from a surface wlth turbulent boundnry 
Wer have bean reported by F u e  md @argent mierenca 11). The purpclae of that Investi. 














reflect.ion coefficient (reference 14) 
local hlach number 
biach number of uniform flow ahead of shoclc-wnvo 
system; also 3aiach nlimbcr in supemouic st,rcnrn 
(reference 14) 
Mach number of uniform flow b c b d  s1loc.k wavo; 
also Mach number in subsonic stream (refcrpncc 
14) 
Mach number bchintl various sllock configtirations 
mean h4ach number 
local static pressure 
st,atic pressure of uniform flow allt?ncl of shock wave 
static pressure of uniform f lo~ r  behind shock wavo 
st,at,ic pressurm bell i~d various shock config~mtions 
rkerroir stagnation prcsslirc or total l l c d  
local total liead 
stat.ic pressure on surface of cone 
st,ut.ic pressure just aftthr init.iul prcsslirc jump 
t lml~gh  conica1 shock wave 
Rcynolds nnmbcr at  p i n t  of mcnsurcmcnt on sur- 
face of pInto (Uldm/pl )  
;shock-~vavc thichcss 
velocity i n  boundary laycr 
velocity of uniform flow dlead of sIiock-ware systclll 
free-stream velocity 
point loads on beam 
distance behind trniling cdga 
distance from centt!r line of wake 
ratio of specific heats in supcrsonid and sulsonic 
st.rcam, respectively (reference 14) 
semiangle of wcdgc or con0 
widtIi of impulse-type wavo (rcfcrcncc 14) 
coefficient of viscosity in uniform flow allcad of 
. 
shock-wa vc sy s t c~n  
load ratio (1172/1i;) 
density in uniform flow ahcad of sl~ock-wave system 
REMARKS b~ SHOCK WAVES 
I n  esperimentd measure.ments of tho interaction bctwem 
a shock ware and boundary laycr it is important t11ut t.ho 
essential structure (i. e'., pressure distribution) of thc shock 
wave be known. This c l i s t r i h ~ ~ i o ~ ~  may, for various reasons, 
not bc tLc same as that expcz.t.rd fmm simplo t.l~cory; t,hu 
dxerenccs may bu of the same ,order as thc d w t s  Lchg 
mer~iurcd in the interaction with % bo~mctrtry laycr. Some 
of t.he possible problems are discussed Lclow and some 
measurements of shock structure are prescntcd. 
STEP \\'AYE 8 
In an ideal fluid the pressure fidd aL n normal sI~oc!k is a 
step distribution as indicatctl by t . 1 ~  solid Ii~lc in sketch (a). 
The prhsurc distribution t l s o ~ g h  the ir~clined wave origi- 
nating a t  a corner or at  a wedge rcrtes (see sketch (b)) is also 
a step dis~ribution . Tlle thic.Iaess of tIic transition rcgion 
is zero and tlie pressure graciicnt. is infinite; [.he strength may 
Le defiled by the pressye ratio p,lp,. 
I The term "step" ware vlll mmetlmea be used to dlstlngulsh It from the "lmp111w-typa" 
.wave rekrred to later. 
REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAVM FROX BOUND-4Ry L4'fFa6 
(b) Evunpler d step wa- 
[a) ~ r e m  pro61e throu~h s step ware. 
, ,, . . ,. ,.. ,,. . 
- 
Pt 4 - 
When account is taken of riscosity (and heat conduction), 
it B found that the distribution is similar to that shown b r  
the dotted line (sketch (a)), so that a shock thicliness t can be 
dehed  for the transition region; the pressure gradient then 
is of the order (p2-pJt .  At a Mach number of 1.4, t is of 
order centimeter and the pressure gradient is of order 
104 atnlosptleres per centimeter while rat a Mach number of 
1.001, f is of order 10-* centimeter and the pressure gradient 
is of order 0.1 atmosphere per centimeter; these  dues are 
for normal shocks. For inclined shocks, the thicknesses t are 
of the same orders, but (for corner or mdge angLes of about 
5") the pressure gradients are one-tenth as large w those for 
norrnd shoclis. (Density gradients are of the same orders 
as pressure gradients.) 
ExperimentaIIy, stationaq shocks can be observed o n l ~  
in the presence of boundaries, and boundaries introduce 
further viscous effects often greatly modifying the above 
thcwretical results. For instance, consider again the ex- 
amples of step wares (sketch (b)). If boundary-Iayer effects 
are neglected, the11 the ~ h o ~ l i s  in both cases are identical for 
the same Si and 6 in each case. In a r e d  fluid there is a 
boundary layer ahead of the corner shown at the left, the 
devdopnlent of ~ h i c h  as presumably started some distance 
upstresm. The pr.oduction of the shock ware at this corner 
inrolres a strong interaction ~ i t h  the boundaq layer, and 
the two, shock ware and boundary layer, modifr each 
other considerabIy. In the case shown at the right there is 
a viscous region near the wedge rertex which is quite different 
from the bountlary layer in the corner. Again, there is a 
strong interaction 1)ettveen this  US region and the shock 
which "originates" there, but the effectr wi.ll, of course, be 
different from those a t  the cower. 
Thus it can be expected that "clean" shock wa-res, hav&g 
the theoretical pressure fields shorn in sketch (a) of the 
pressure profile through a step ware, will probably be the 
exception rather than the rule. 
In the case of the wedge, the effect of viscosity can be 
appreciated. by the following exampIe. Let the angle 8 of 
the wedge decrease continuousIy to zero. Thus the wedge 
degenerates to a pIane, along which the 0on- is stillstrongly 
retarded. In the neighborhood of the nose there must be a = . ... 
strong streamline curvat.ure. This gires rise to some kind - -. 
oI pressure field (shock followed by expansion), extendug 
from the nose ia the general direction of the hIach lines. 
Kit.h no Fiscosity, t.here rould not have been such a wave ., 
sgstem. In thk &e, then, the effect of viscosity is i s q  
important.. For further discussion of this, see reference 10. - . 
The geometric conditions (e. g., s m d  mechanical imper- - 
fections) may also be r e v  important. Consider again a' 
nonriscous Bow, impinging on a tvcdge of semiangle Q (sketch ' 
(c)). The nose  are and a Mach 1%-are from a point 'Q on - -  
the wedge intersect at a point P, defining a region O'QP whose . .. . 
height, is HI. For small values of 8,  HI = 618 ahere b=m. :. 
! j 
(c) NOI~TIXO~IS Bow I ~ Q I = * C  on wedge. 
h 'o r  suppose OQ to be a sm'aU portion near the now of a 
redge. If there is a disturbance somerrhere on OQ, then its 
I zone of f iuence  lies wit.hin the triangle OQP and so can 
also be characterized by the height I&. Thus the effect of 
disturbances or imperfections near the nose dl extend to 
distances inrepely proportional to the wedge angle. In this 
case, the magnitude of the effect 1 4 1  depend principa1Iy on 
the amplittide of the disturbance. Such a disturbance might 
be caused by the ~4scous effect described a h v e  which, as has 
been seen quaIitatireIy, a h  increases in importance with . . 
decreasing angle. . 
There is a third effect, that of nose bluntness (sketch (d)): 
This apparently cannot be treated in the same way as 8 
disturbance on the side of the wedge. Tke schlieren 
pictures in figure 1 show the effect of bluntness of two wedges 
which differ only in nose radius. Evidentlj- the extent of the 
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(a) N m  r a d l y  0 Inch. 
F ~ r ~ t a r  1.-ERwt of nose bluntness on shock vc 
region of influericc depcnds on the ~ioso blunt.nrss as well as 
the mgIe of t,he wedge sidcs. The whole question of this 
rffecf is related to the probIcm of a dctadled shock in a 
viscous fluid; even qr~alitativb estimatm are very difficult. 
Iji~t., in general, t.llis effcct will also increase in relat-ive 
imporhnco if t,he wcdge angle dccrcases and thc Mach 
~lrlrnbcr tapp~*onches unity. 
T11c cffccl of the wcdgo nose on the shock is visible in 
schlirrcn pictures. Almost invariably tllcrc is an rxpsnsion 
region foIIowhlg the shock near its origin a t  t,hc nose. For 
inst,ance, compare the pictures in figures 2 (a) and 2fi) which 
sllow tlie effect of wedge angIe.. In t,he case for which 6= 1.5' 
the nose effcct can bc seen to estcrid much farther Wan for 
the wedge of Iargcr angle. (Both wedges have comparable 
(b) h'are d i m ,  0.005 In&. 
w e  from a* (8dapterl Imm referam 8). 8-1.B; .VI-1.2 
nose bIuntrless.) On tlic otIlrr llalid, the effect of boundnry 
layer on n sltock produced in n corllcr is cvidcylt ill figrrrc 3. 
Near the origin thcre is clearly n corlsitIrrabIc clifl~nrrnc~ in
structure bctwccn shocks originating at tl corrlcr an(\ those 
originatiq a l  tt wedge. 
l'ressure measurcn~cnte through s1iocIi.s also rercnl tllc 
effects dcsc.ribcd above. Figure 4 d1on.s fie prrmurlL tliu- 
tributions t,hrougll tlie shock from a 3' ~rrctlgc, t t ik~n  at. two 
different heights. The apparent. t-hickncss of thcb sI~oc!k 
shorn  by t.llesc mcasurcmc.nts is not tile tliic!knc~ss t ~C~CI'I'LXI to 
previously, which is sercml orders smallcr, but rtltllcr is tluc 
to t.lie turbulml boundary layer bn the rncmi~~~ing probc. 
Witli a Iarninar hundarl-  laxer this npl)ctrchnt thirlir~cws is 
oren rnuc.11 larger (cf. fig. 5). . 
REFLECTIOS OF SHOCK WATTS FRO31 BOUNDdRT LAYERS 
tar &mh& b. 1 9 ;  mradluq,  0.W oentlmeter; ML=I.M 
[a! Turbulent bcund8.T la3-C -u1-1.= 
Ir] Turbulent boundan layer; UL--~&. 
(b) Lamfnu boundary Wer; .U1-1.42. 
id) Laminar bcunriw Wirr: Mb-1.55. 
F~r.car 3.--Shock ware In a comer. 
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edge 
t 
F ~ n r ; u  4.-EEect of dletmca from o r l h  of ahoek wave. 8-3'; MI-1.36; probe boundary 
Ia~cr, turbuIcnt. 
In  aII cases, t.he shock nilI br! clean a t  distances sufficicntIy 
far from t . 1 ~  p i n t  wllcre they originate provided no o h r r  
influences enter t,he field. Tlic necessary distance a t  a given 
Mach numbel. illcreases as the wcdge (or corner) angIe 
dccreascs and as wedge bltintrlcss increases. Witlliu thc 
confines of \rind tunnels and model configurations used in 
txpvrini~utal work, it is somctirnes not possible to produco 
shock waves sufTiciait.ly far from t . 1 ~  region where they are 
to be used in an  invcstigst.ion; tliercforc, the tabore considera- 
t i o ~ a  re import.ttn1,. 
CONICAL SHOCK WAVES 
Tllr pressure field of a Gone in a noiiviscous supersonic 
flow (sketch (e)) consist6 of a cotiical shock wave OA attached 
to the nose (for hTacI1 ririrnbcrs abovo t l ~ c i  det+chmcnt RIacll 
~lumbcr) follo~ved by an isenhapic field of cont.innously 
rising pressure. "Hays" Oh1 fro111 the nose are isobals. 
-4 t!~)ical pressure distribut-ion along a Iinc AR in a meridian 
.plane is sketched on the left. There is a jump in pressure 
p,-p,, t~lvough the conical shock! as in the case of the step 
shock from a wedge. Rut i11 the conical field t . 1 ~  pl-cusure 
con.tinues rising after the initial jump until i t  reaches the 
vaIue p, a t  the cone surface. For srnall cone angIes the 
inibirll pressure jump may bc very small conlparcd with the 
toteal prcssurc risc (e. g., for n 5' half argle cone a t  df=1.4, 
Frowr 5.-EtIcct of pro& boundan la~er on ontatbprcs~urc mnwelncnts ihrorpl~ a dlock 
wave. &=P; .\f,- 1354. 
(p,-pi)/pI is 4 perceril of (p,-p,) /p,) '  so tlmL ti cIist.~ibution 
aImost likc that sI10~m 011 thc right is obtaincd. 
The remarlis madc for tho step wave apply nIso to Lho 
wave or-pressure field due to a cone. Tlic i r l i t i d  prcssurc 
jump, in part.icular, may be great.1~ modific(1 by nosc cflccts. 
4 Rccent coml~utatfms by Llghtblll ~ ~ c e  15) show that the dclk%tlon O through tho 
shock rave Imm a aone b pmportlonal to the Iuurth pwcr  of the mnc mglc dc. Thh msult, 
together wiih tb ~ ~ n - l m o m  relation br the prcaavo mrEiclont for sow of amall sngk, 
leads to the IoIlovilng orderof-mngnftudo relatfms fa o r e  shacks w mrnpred wltll e d p  
ah&: 
a 
Relative preacure lump through shock, ( h ).on. : (p$)-edI.mp. 
REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAITES FRO31 BOUMDART I A I E R S  
PI- 
I.; cm 
Upstream Distance, crn . Downstream 
war b-8-e m p  ~hraugh img-type wave from f fone. Xi-L31; 
cunr nos? rsdlus, 0.w e t e r .  
Ea:cnr i.-&tatiepremm m y  through aave from P wue. I - P ;  MI-IX& cone nose 
rsdtcu. 0.M; centheter. 
Figure 6 shois the measurement of a aave from a 2" cone 
and figure 7, that from a So cone, both of comparable blunt- 
ness. The greater nose effect on the 2" cone is clearly 
evident. The compression-e-xpansion r a r e  s h o m  by the 
measurement can be seen $ the schlieren picture of figure 
-. -- 
8 (a). On the other hand, the nare  is much cleaner from - 
the  5" cone shorn in figure 8 @). 
. .  
A point of interest is the following: To the pressure jump 
- - 
p,-p, of sketch (e) there is a corresponding density jump 
p,-h that should be risible in a schlieren picture, which 
- - 
shows up density gradients. Hovierer, if this jump is rery 
sman, then the col~esponding shbcli thickness t is relatirely 
large and the density gradient. is small, as shown above. 
Thus a clean cone ware will often not be -risible at aU in-'-- 
schIieren pictures (for cone angles less than about 5"). - 
(See, e. g., fig. 8 (b).) 
- --- 
(eJ PemhgIe  a, Y; n m  d l ~ ,  0.01 centimeter; .U,-I32. 
@I Gemiangle 8,F; nose radius, 0.W cmtlmeter; MI-L3Z 
IJIPULSE-TYPE WAVES 
The term "impulse-type mre" d be appIied to a 
pressure field consisting of a sharp compression immediately 
fobxed  by an expansion (see sketch (0). It may be 
tro-dimensiom1 or axially symmetric. The initial parti of 
the conical ware s h o m  in figure 6 is the impuke type. In - . 
this case, hon-erer, it is followed by a second compression. 1 d two-dimensional impulse-type aave without a following 
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mnlpression can he obt,aiucd accorcIing to nouviscous tbcory 
by the mcthod shown in sketch (f). Aftrr being deflcctcd a t  
t.lie nose of a wedge, the flow is cxpanded al-ound a corner 
tint.iI it. is p~raIIcl to ib original direction. Along thc line AB, 
t11l;ough tllc point of int,ersection of shock iva-ie and expansion 
wave, the pressure distribution ~ i I l  bc Like that shorn. 
For small wedge angles, p, = p l .  
A mettsurcment of such an imptilsc wavc is given in 
figure 9. 
PI 
(0 Impnk-type wave. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON SHOCK-WrAVE REFLECTION 
REFLECTION OF INCLINED SHOCK WAVE FROM PLANE SURFACE 
In  non&cous Aow the simpIest example of a shock 
rrflection is t.llal iUustratcd in sketdl (g). The initial 
. . .. : . . 
Pressure distribution: 
"'-' olong wall 
'-----along streomline ab.. 
PI 
two-rlimensionrtl flow, at Mach numbcr 11f1 and parallel to 
the n.sll DE, is disturbed by t,he incident st.raigllt compression 
step wnre AB of strengbli p,/pl. To malce t.lie f i o ~ -  doan- 
st,reanz of B pnrallcl to tho wall, thcrc must be another 
compression \rave BC originat,ing a t  B and having a sl.rcngtl~ 
ps/p,. The prmqurc distributions along a strcnmlinc nb and 
along tlic wall are shown in the slictch by dasll~cl nnd 
heal-y lincs, rcspcctivcly. 
The strength p2/pl of tlw incidrnt wsve nllry bc dcfinc:d, 
instu.d, by the angIe 8 of Jli dist.urbnncc supposcd to 
produce it (see, e. g., skolch fi)). For a gircn 6 t l ~ c  prcssure 
ratios across fhc SllocTi pz/pl  and across t,hc rl!flcctcrl \vuvct 
ps/pr d l  vary with A l l .  Curvrs for thu prcssure ratios, 
RIL~cIL are easily calculated from a shock polar, are given in 
figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows the Iirnit for an at tachcd 
REFLECTIOS OF SHOCK WA\'E 
shock. Correspondingly, there is a Limit for a simple, or 
r&sr, reflection (fig. ll), For ralues of ail belor this 
- limit t.he reflection is the so-called "Jlach reflection" (see 
section "Mach reflecti~ns~~j. 
In  a red flow, there is a boundary Iayer (laminar or turbu- 
lent) on the ~ a l I .  This modifies the simple rdection 
pattern and t.he pressure distributions showt in slieteh (g). 
Mach number, MI 
Fracsr 11.-Pressare mtIo scrws m a r  reflectton 
The ex;eriments reported belor are concerned principalb 
with detaiIed measurements of these rdection patterns and 
- 
pressures in tlie presence of turbulent and Iarnhar boundag . . 
, - - . . layers. 
One of the most stxiliing features is the dxerence in effects 
. 
obtained ~5th. turbulent and Itwninar b d u n d a ~  layers;. -- 
mpectirely (fig. I?). This difference n-as h t  obs,en-ed in . 
6) Tnrbulent bormd%cF Mer. 
@I Lambar bundam WET. 
FKCIZZ E-T~ptcaI  shock-wave re&ections from Bat dote wEth born- Ia~rr. 
L -- 
experiments on transonic regions (refmencis 3 and 5): '  ' 
Home~er, in the transonic case, the "incoming" shock, . at _ L  
some distance fidm the boundary lap-,  ac tuan~  depends on 
the boundary l a ~ e r ,  as ~ e I 1  as on the flow EeN, and cannot be 
controlled independentIy. Therefore it is dEcult to study . . 
the effect of the boundary layer itself. 
In some early inrestigations into the configuration corre- 
spon%ing to that shown in sketch (g), an incIined shock ware 
rras produced by a rredge and allowed to intersect a %at _-
surface. Pictures of the reflection pattern for turbdent 
and Iaminar boundary layers rrere presented in reference 6, 
together with a quaIitstive discussion of the phenomena. - 
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Somcx more. recent schliercrl pliolographe of the typical 
pcatkhrns are re.produoed in figures 12 (a) and 12 (b) . Rough- 
ly, t,lle appearance of the rcflections is always as follows: 
\fit11 R turbulent boundary layer (fig. 12 (a) and sketch 
(ll)), t.hore is a thickening of the layer immediately upst,rean 
of tllcu point of intersection wit,ll the sllock. Thc compression 
field due to this thickening modifiw the shape of the incidcnt 
and reffect,crt lirrt\7es in the neighbol-liood of the point of in- 
tersec t-ion. 
Turbulent boundary layer Laminar boundary layer 
(h) Reflection nattcma. 
With a laminar boundary layer (fig. 12 (b) and sketch (h)), 
the tliickcniug is not so abrupt but begins upstream a t  a 
distance n-hicll may be of the order of 50 bounda~y-layer 
tliicknesses (as compnrccl with about 5 in the turbulent case). 
The compression field due to this thickening is greater in 
extent and not so concentrated as in tllc tur1)ulent case. 
Ncar the point oP iatc~section, tlle incident wavu reflects as 
from a frec jet surface and the bounclav layer has a"corner," 
which is also thc vertus of an expansion "fa~l." dfter the 
cornpr tlierc is a strong curvature in the bourldary layer 
giving rise to n second compression region. Transition 
may or may uot occur following the reflection process, de- 
pcntiing on Ulc Rcynolc~s numbcr, strength of incident 
ahock, and so forth. 
Far from tho surface, tlic incident and reflected waves 
ahould be like those predicted by the simple ~lonviscous 
theory; ihe compression and expansion regions must com- 
I~ine to give "in tllr large" the same simplc pattern (see, e. g., 
sketch (b)) for both turhuIent and laminar boundary layem6 
But in tho u~tcraction region (which map extcud ta severaI 
tlundrt-d bounda~y-Iaycr thicknesses) it seems evident that 
tlie tfiffcrences are more than differences in scale and tliat the 
descriptions of the two phenomena may differ essentially. 
13eforc presentitig tllr mrasurements obhititd for reflec- 
tio~ls corresponding to the regular case (see skctch (a)), a 
better perspective will be obtltiucd by considering briefly 
some of the othcr cases of d o c k  reflectiou that may occur. 
OTHER SHOCK-REFLECTION CONFIGURATIONS 
NormaI shock near a wall.-Since, by de.finit.ion, a normal 
shock is perpendicular to tJlu direction of flow, t.he flow con- 
dit,ions through a .normal shock near a wall are safisfied 
without the introductiou of any other shock or discontinuity; 
tltl t is, there is no reflection. (See sketch (i).) The B e -  
orctical surface pressure distribution is then a pressure jump 
6 In most practloal cases, however, the dlstancea cannot be freely chosen but are governed 
by o w  c2wdaristlo length paremeters enterira the problem. for example, wlnd-tunnel 
height of a suparsonlo mne, and so forth. For such cases the reflection process In the red 
fluid may diner emntiaUy from Uw Ideal-fluid case. 
. -. . . 
Normal shock t~enr a wall. 
like that. across the rcflcction of un inclined shock. For flow 
past a straiglit wall tllc pressure jump a t  a gircn 3'lach 
number is higher tlvougll a normal shock than through nny 
other reflection pabkn~.  
An importarit property of t.11~ immal shock is that. t . 1 ~  
Mach numbrr ~lf* of t,lle flow aftcr t.hc sh0c.k is less than 
unity; the noimal shock sep~ratcs a supc!rsonic field froli'l a 
subsonic one. Sinc.~. thc fipIrl clo\vnstrean~ is subsonic, i t  is 
not poisiblc to describe a ~lornlal+illock configuratioil with- 
out specifying the "conditio~ls a t  infinity," wh~rras most 
rcgu1ri.r reflectio~ls can be discussed by considcling only tllc 
completely suprrsonic field near t . 1 ~  point uf rrcflcct.ion. For 
BJs reason experiments on interaction of t i  normal shocl; with 
bounclary laycrs may be somcwl~at more difficult tlian t,hose 
w i t h  a regular reflection, for thr int,rraction may change 
condit.ions a t  infinity,' thus changing the norma1 sIiock, so 
t.hat B e  latter cannot be indepc~nrIcntly controlled. 
Actud1~-, even for "regular" rrflcct.ions there is a small 
range of hiacll ~lumbrrs Al l  for which llfa<l (see fig. ll), 
that is, for which the field a f k r  t.hc reflection is subsolijc, so 
tlia t such configul-ations must be affccted by condi tionu a t  
infinity. This will be discussed brlom in tllc sectiorl rlcnling 
mi tll Mach refledtions. 
Examples of nornial, or near-normal, shocks a t  t i  wall may 
be obsersred cxqwrimentally in transonic rcgions (Ggy . I lb  
a.nd 1 l c  in rcfrrcncc 5), ahead of a cllokcd duct (fig. 13 (n)), 
and a t  the base of a Madl rcflt~tion (scc sketcll (j)). Nor- 
mal-shock segments also occur in rnnnr other flow pntllbrtle, 
for examplc, in dctachc?tl shocks. 
Mach reflections.--111 figure 11, betwt!c~i tI+ Iitlc for a 
normal h o c k  and tllr line sliotving thc Iimit for a rcyIar  
reflection, is tllc region of hIacli rcflection. In  a hlnch , 
reflection (sketch (j)) the incident wa?c branches, a t  some 
point P ahove the surface, i n h  a "rcflectcd" wnvc PC and a 
ncarIy normal wave PB (usually curved). TIic exltropy 
changes. across APC and across PR art? difft~~.t~nt., bul tho 
pressure-ratios and the f l o ~  directions must bc the sarno. 
Tllereforc tllcre must exist a vrlocitg discont.i~iuity, or vortex 
sheet, PS extending downstream from P. That fcuturths of 
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- . - - -- . - 
la) Nor& shock ut month of duct. 
re1 S f x h  re8ectlon. 
F~t;mr 13.-BUurartLon at 
u l l ach  reflection are evident in the schlieren picture of 
figure 13 (b). 
bt ienst a porthn oi  t.he flow (Lo~nstream of JIach re- 
flttction is subsonic, and therefore the configuration is not 
intIeptinilent of conditions a t  in fin it^.. T h e  same is true a h  
of regular reflrctions in the region to the left of 31,=1 in 
figure 11. 
Since Slach rrflrctions and normal shocks occur, as well as 
r v l a r  reflections, and since their regions of debit ion are 
not cl~nr-rut, especially in the presence of boundar~  larers, 
it is useful, in an experimental investigation, to keep in mind 
thtlir characteristics. 
Bifurcated shocks.---1 phenonienon frequently oksened 
near the intersection of a shock niih a waII is an apparent 
branching of the shock, or "bifurcation," near its base 
(sketch (k) and fig. 13). A n  investigation into this phenom- 
rnon iras made by F e e  and Sargent (reference 11) mith some 
At  a normal shock At a Mach At a regular 
near a wall reflection ref lectlon 
(b) U x h  re&crlon. 
(d) Rezlhxreneetlon. 
ot shock-awe reflectbn. 
measurements on the interaction of shocks with a turbulent 
boundary Iayer in a nozzle. 
The codtguration sometimes Iooks much Iike the triple- 
shock Configuration of a Mach reflection (but inrerted) and 
there is usuallj- a vortex sheet QR extending don-nstream . 
from the branch point. Hotvever, the reasons for tho 
existence' of the tn-o cases are different. The Mach reflection 
is the t r i p l ~ h o c k  configuration that must exist.whrn a 
regular reflection is not possibIe, and it does not depend on 
the presence of a boundaq- layer on thr wan. On the other ' 
hand, the bifurcation cIepencls entirely on the boundary . -  
layer. The pressure r ise across the shuck sj-stem separates 
(or thickens) the boundar~  layer ahead. This deflection of 
the boundary Iager gives rise to an  oblique compression 
shock (or continuous compression) which is the front Ieg of '--- - 
the bifurcation. The other Irg must e-ist to give proper 
continuitj- of f l o ~  direction and pressure, as e-plnined nlwi-e. . . .  .- - 
(Also note next paragraph.) Thus, bifurcation may occur 
a t  the base of a normal shock, a Mach reflection, or a reguIar 
reflection (6g. 13). 
It does not seem too instructive to stucfJ: the bifprcation 
from the point of r i e r  of the geometric conditions which 
must be satisfied. The "branches" of the bifurcation are 
more Iikely to be continuous compression lvlgions than sharp 
shocks and so do not gire the triple-shock configuration in 
the sense that a 1Iach reflection docs. 
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Be0ection of conical shock waves.-The conical pressure 
field due to a colic in a non~iscous upe~mnic flow bas been 
discussed in the section "Remarks on Shock Wares" and 
is tlitlro illustrated by sketch (el. If a flat surface is placed 
along AB, tip, to tun1 the flow parallel to ,AB, there must 
be a coritirluous reflection pattern behind tlle hyperbola of 
inlelsec tion through A. The Uleorcticd analysis of this 
reflection is difficdt (e. g., reference 16, p. 416) and has 
aypttrently not yet been completely worked out. IIowe$cr, 
i t  seems reasonable that, qualitatively, tllc surface pressure 
distribution, along a meridian, will also look like that of 
sketdl (o) but with ordillatw approximately doubled. In 
the e.spe~*imerltu described below, cones were fourid useful 
to produca pressure fields like that on the rigllt of die sketch, 
having no steep front. In this way thc cffect of pressure 
gradient on the boundary layer can be stuclied. 
Reflections of shocks from curved surfaces.--The reflec- 
tion of a cm-cd sl1oc.k or prcssure field from a pIane surface 
is, in a way, an invci~se problem to that of reflection of a 
pl~rle shock from a cplincbical surface. IIere, again, t,llere 
are ap~>arently no cases theoreticdy \\-orlied out. I n  
pressure-probe nicasuremcr~ts though shock mavcs, theo- 
;ctic~1 rcsults wodd be r~seful in evaluating the error due 
to Qlt! reHuctio11 of part of the shock from the probe surfacc 
(without, a t  first, taking account of the interaction with tho 
bountlaly Iaycr 011 the probe). The probIeni is that of tlie 
mflec.t.ion of a plnne shock from a circular cylinder. 
Reflection of an impulse-type wave.-If n weak impulse- 
type ivavc, hnviug t l ~ c  form shoivn in skclch (i). is reflected 
Weck impulse-type wave Surface pressure at 
reflection from flat surface 
(11 Hc0ection of weak Impulse-typ were. 
from a flat surfacc, then the surfacc pressure distribution 
ncnr thc "poiut" of reflection ~ r d l  look likeathat on the right 
of tlltl diagram (cf. rcfcrence 14). 
The reflection of a strong impuhe-type ware cannot be 
t.ria.sLted by a linearized t11eor.y. ITowever, i t  can be expected 
that cjuaIitatively i t  will be, iu general, similar. On the 
other Iiand, viscosity (i. c., boundary layers) dl probably 
motlify tlie distribution in an importtint manner. The 
offect af t h e  boundary layer on an irnpnlse-lypc n-uvc is 
studied in tllu e x p e r h u h  rcportcd below. 
EXPERIRIENTAL SETUP 
WIND TUNNEL 
The mcnsuremants mere mado in the GALCIT 4- by 10- 
inch tuxmel. (Scc fig. 14.) T l i i  turlrrel is a contu~uously op- 
Pressure bor, 
Flexible noz'zle: 
Frcuag 14.--8keteh of QALCIT 4- by 10- by &Inch transool-tunnel t a t  scctlon. 
erathg tunnel with X.1 ach narnlms i11 Llle supc~uonic rarlgc 
fivm 61=1.1 to 'df=1.55. Tho tu~lncl incolportttes rr 
flexible nozzle of very simple dcsign and a L.l.nvc~sing systcrn 
which trarorses continuously it1 two dircctiou. T11c CUIII~(II ,  
t,Lu flexible nozzlo, and its performance arc bricfly dcscribcd 
in the appendix. 
SCHLIEREN SY$TE>I 
Scldkren photogmphs nrerc lake11 using spark cxposurcs 
of a few micmseconds' dnmtion. ??lc ~ ) h i ~ r ~ o ~ n c n a  otscrvcd 
are, ho~-ever, very steady and thc photogrrtplls correspond 
t;o tho respec tivc pressure dis tribu tiqns. Spark cxposurcs 
are a d ~ ~ t ~ ~ c o u s  ip elimuiati~ig any lack of rcsolutiori duc 
to oscillaf.ion of B c  shlioren system during cqosurc. .in 
idea of tlie limit of resolulio~i ~uay bu oblaincd from figurc 
8 (b) , which ?bows a conic.al shock htaviug n density grtadica t 
of about 0.01 atmospllere pcr ccntitnetcr. 
P R F S U R E  PROBES 
Static pressure within the ficlti of flow nras mcasurcd 
using a static tube of 0.05-inch outvido diamcter with n 
pointed tip a~itl tivo 0.014-inch-diameter orifices upproxi- 
matcly 2 inches fivm the t.ip. I t  JYW found important for 
accurato measurement of stcep prcssurc gradients to nlakc 
the bourldarg lay& on the tube tu~-bulcnt. This wus ac- 
complishcd by a ring of 0.005-inch wire around Lhc tube 
about 0.2 inch reanvarcl of thc tip of tkr probo. Tho irn- 
portanco of this precaution can be sccn from (L sample 
mcasuroment as presented in figurn 5. S k n a t i o n  prcssurc 
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was memred with a probe made from a hypodermicneedle 
Bsttened at the mouth. The pertinent dimensions are 
given in figure 15. 
Totalhead tube mounted 
--" on traversing st& 
,,'.I 
Cross secfion of " - ~ & t e  
~oca'iion of static- 
total-head tube wessure orifice 
Upsheam Distance, cm 
t- Downstream l ~ e ~ b n  of pressure- -?distribution measurements for shock-wave and ' boundary- loyer interadion 
FairnI 1L-Varlatkm of total bead dm dat mrhe wkh b m h r  boundary &er. p.: 
pressure tndieated by total-head tube; p., statpatton pressure. 
SHEAR LAYERS 
,I great ded  of effort was spent in trying to produce 
supersonic shear layers. I t  was h t  attempted to obtain a 
shear layer in the wake of a curred shock ware. Here the 
entropy change, variable from point to point on the mve,  
produces a rride slipstream, that is, a shear Iayer. This 
method is dean and elegant but a t  the Nach numbers nhich 
coriId be reached !-If< I .6) the possible variations of entropy 
and, therefore, of relocity in the shear layer are too small 
to be used for an mvedigation of reflection processes. 
Wire grids of uneven spacing were nest tried. Here the 
dficulty arose that the r&city.distribution behind such a 
grid mas not amooth and ~ a r i e d  rapidly in the rlovinstream 
direction. Furthermore! the losses in the production of the 
shear layer were so great as to bring t,he t m d  near the 
choking condition and hence manipulation ~ t h  a wedge and 
shock waves was not possible. 
The wake from a flat plate was found to be the best way 
under the present conditions to produce e shear layer. The 
m k e  has the  disadvantage that the yelocity distribution is 
not monotonic and the reflection ~herncteris~ics are therefore 
more in~olred. 
REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAVES FROM BOUNDAEY LAYEM 
(MEASUREMENT OF SUBFACE PBWSUBES) 
A shock wave from a wedge or cone is d o v ~ e d  to intersect :. - 
the Bat surface of a pIate. (See sketch (m).) The plate is . 
Traverse 
- 
-'-Static - pressure hole 
. . 
. - .  
(DI) Intersection ofahocP. ware from wedge a m e  nlth pIate. 
. - .  
supported from f i e  side walls, and its angle of attack relatire 
to the fIor direction is adjustable. The wedge or cone is 
mounted on the strut attached to the traversing carriage. ,:. 
(fig. 14) so that its position, rerticaI or horizontal, can be 
raried continuously during operation. m t h  this arrange- 
ment the incident shock Kave can be momd back and forth 
oTer one of the static holes in the surface of the plate. Thus 
the pressure ahead of and behind the point of intersection 
is measured at a single static hole as the shock wave passes 
o ~ a r  it. This is equiraIent to fixing the shock and taking 
measurements on a series of static hoIes in the Ficinity of 
the intersection, provided the boundary-layer characteristics 
are constant, or nearly constant, orer the region traversed. 
At the position where most of the measurements were made 
(R=0.9XiOy there is little change in the boundrq layer 
over the measuring region (e. g., fig. 15). The error increases 
for measurements nearer the leading edge of the pla'te, but 
then another effect (see tcEbemark8 on Boundary Layers in 
Supersonic Flow1') becomes even more important. 
This method has sereral adrantage: In the first pIace, 
attaching a wedge or cone to the trarersing strut is consider- 
ably easier and faster than supporting it from the walls (in 
the present test section). Secondly, there is no need to 
correct for reading differences in a series of static holes and 
there is no scatter in the readings. Some of tihe s m d  
pressure gradients measured would be compIeteIy obliterated 
by the Merences that can be expected between different - 
holes. -Furthermore, it would be irnpossibIe to place,  thin 
the smaII regions investigated, a sufficient number of holes. 
Finally, it is quite conrenient, experimentally, to make d 
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readings on a siugIc ml~rlornelcr N-ithout s \ r i t c L h g  devices 
ant1 so forth. Sorrlu cn-or could bo intro(luccd by reflection 
of ti1111hc.1 ivavcq from the wedge, as the l a t k r  moves fonrard. 
Comparing results of various runs made, for cxarnplc, n i th  
the wedge a t  two tliffercnt hcighh, indicates that this effect 
\\-as 11ol important'ul tho nleasurcments presented llcrc. 
Cllanges in tllc vcl-tical and horizontal positions of the 
wedge dr corlo can bc made to witllul 0.01 centilneter. 
Prcsurcs arc measured on mercury and on alrotlol muncrm- 
etcrs, depending on thc magnitudes of the pl.cssnre chtlnges 
being studied. Thc tlt?c.uracics are about 0.01 centhctcr  of 
1nercu1-y and 0.1 raltunctcr of alcohol, respcctivcIy. 
In s t ~ ~ d y i n g  thc cffectv of turb dent  anti l~rninar bounda~y 
laycls, thc turbulent boundary layer was obtained by 
strekliitlg a very thin wire acar.oss the srrrface of tllc ~ ~ I a t e  
near its leading edge. A more detailed discussion of tho 
boundary layer is give? in tllc section "Hcmarks on Boundary 
Laye~u in Suprrsonic Plo~v." 
MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL HEAD 
Thr same tccliniqrre as described in the preceding section 
was uscd to measure t.otal head very near the surface. A 
tot,el-llrarl ttil)tb with t\ flat Iiarroiv mout.tl (figs. 15 and 16) 
. . - - - -- 
(ti) T u r h h t  boandaey layer. (Totakb-head tube vlslble In boundary layer, at lower rIghr 
corner of picture.) 
@) ~ h a r  boundary layer. 
F~ounr 16.-ReEectlon pathma of 4 . 8  ahock wave. MI-1.44. 
nrns fixed to the surface of tllc plnte. Distribution of lotu1 
head near t.lie surface was tht!n measured by moving tlic 
interaction zone back and forth over it, us describetI at)ovc. 
\ BOUNDARY-LAYER PROYII.ES 
hIeasuremcrlts of total head a t  various heights in t l ~ c  
boundary layer \.ere made with n total-llend tuhc \vbich 
was set a t  various heigllts by mt?ans of thc traversing strul. 
There was no vibration of the tube. Typical profiles, t!om- 
putcd fram these measurcmrnts, ant1 tlinlc~lsions of the prol~c 
are'shoi\-n in figure 17. 
Bowdory-loyer edges os seen 
in schlieren system 
- - - - - - I - - -  ----- 
. ?  
. . 
-.  .. . 
- Laminar 
---o--- Turbulent 
0 -4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0. -~ ~ 
Distance obove surface, mm 
FIGVRE 17.-Boundary-luser profiles on flat aurhce. .U-1.N; R-O.OX I@. 
PRODCICTION OF SHOCK WAVES AT A CORNER 
Pressure distributions in the viCirlily of a cornrbr in super- 
sonic flow were obluiued by u similar method. A wedge, 
forming a corner a t  its line of contac-L wit11 thc plato (fig. 3), 
is moved back and forth, by t.hc 1.rtiversing strut, rclativc to 
a fLvcd stmatic hole on t.Lc plat,e. This gives thc pressure 
dist.rilrution ahrad of thc corucr. 
VISUALIZATION OF TRANSITION IN BOUNDARY I.AYEIL, 
Essent.ially, tllc techrliql~e uscd for visunlizat.ion of t.ransi- . 
t.ion in boundary layers is similar to 1.110 cgnturtlirlution and 
ovaporatiorl tecllniques used by British i~ivest.igators. (Scc 
reference 17 for a summary.) The polisllcd flat p l ~ l c  uscd 
for tho boundary-layer and sul.face-prcusuro mcasurcmcnty 
was coatcd with a very thin fill11 of madlino oil. During 
operation, this film of oil would catch the very fi~ic particles 
of dust present iu tht? air. Probably Lccarlsc of tlle very 
much grcnt.cr diffusion or turbdent inixirlg which occuls in 
the turbulent bouuda.ry layer, tho regions of t , l ~  plate with 
turbulent flo~v are coatcd with the dust j>urticlcs and appcclr 
dull as compared with thc shiny appenrancs of tho portion 
wit.h Iamiilar bou~ici~ry layer. Figure 18 sllows the traccs 
of typical patterns. It was found tllal the dcma-rcatioll of 




(a1 E1Ieet of leadb-edqe Imperfectbas. 
(b) Laminar ptrern showing contankwition kom sides. 
[cl TrnbtlIent pattern (dth ah). 
F~ocrr 18.--Stain ptkm showing hansi~ioncpltht smBce. Aft= LIO; RnlOr per centi- 
nieter; width of plate, 10 centimeters. 
the t ~ o  regions became more pronounced if the tunnel was 
operated momentarily n-ith condensation. That the two 
regions observed redly distinguished the Iaminar and tur- 
bulent types of boundary-layer f l o ~  was confirmed by: 
( 1) ProfiIe measurements in the tvo regions (fig. If). 
(2) The fact that the observed laminar type could 
be changed into the turbulent type either by raising the 
Reynolds number of the flos or by introducing disturb- 
ances on the surface of the plate. 
RESULTS OF iCIEASUREBIENTS OF SHOCK-WAVE AND 
BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERAcTIOE; 
In tLis section, surface pressure distributions are presented 
for sereral cases of shock-ware and boundary-Iayer inter- 
action, together l i t h  reIated measurements. The resdts 
for the cases in~estigated are quantitatire. Howerer, there 
is no attempt to present data for a long series of measure- 
ments, such as might be made r i t h  a given codigurat.ion 
and varying parameters, for example, 91 and R. Rather, 
sereraI different codigurations' are inrestigated; these show 
the t~pical  effects and their relative importance. With 
some of the more important effects established and the. 
general picture thus outlined, a more detailed series of 
measurements can be made if required for any specific 
purpose. 
In  presenting t.hese data, the zero of the position coordi- 
nate is taken as the (theoretical) intersection of the shock 
I 
ware with the surface (e. g., see sketch in fig. 19). This is 
usually obtained directly from photographs by estendini 
the straight portion of the shock mare till it intersects the 
surface. This gires good checks ~ i t h  that obtained by 
calculation of the wave angle, in cases. where the shock ware 
is clean. The vertical coordinate is given as Ap/p,, where 
Ap=p-p, and p, is the static pressure in the undisturbed 
BOK ahead of the interaction; p is t.he local static pressure. 
F I G ~ X  19.-Reffectton of Yhoek wave fmm f i t  -w-. a-16D; M L - I . ~  R-k9XrOl. 
The s w a t i o n  pressure p ,  is atmospheric pressure in all 
cases. Reynolds number at  the point of measurement and 
the Mach number in the undisturbtd flow are also noted in 
each figure. 
The theoretical pressure jump for the refiection, mhich is 
obtained by using figure 11 and ttlbIes of p/po against -11, is 
also shown. Ho~ever ,  the signiticance of this indicated 
theoreticaI pressure .jump is somewhat doubtfd. SLight 
differences in Kovi conditions g k e  different eff e c h e  redge 
angles. In figure I9 a change of 0.01 in the theoretical-ralue 
of the pressure jump would be caused by a change of 0.15" 
in effective wedge angle. 
The pressure distributions could not be reliably continued 
farther downstream than &own in the figutes, because of 
interference due to wares from the trailing edges or sides of 
the wedges used. 
.A pressure survey h u g h  the shock wave from a 4.5' 
wedge is shown in figure 20. This rave was reflected from 
. . 
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a flat surface with turbulent and laminar boundary layers, 
for which profile measurements are given in figure I?. 
(Also see section "Comparison of Measured and Theore t,ical 
Results.") ScMieren pictures of the reflection patterns in 
the two cases are reproduced in figure 16, and surface pressure 
distribut.ions are given in figure 19. - 
4 --- Wedge 
,005" %$- wire ring-.. 
F I G ~ ~  %J.--Btntic-prmsure surrey through atep wave h rn  4.5' wedge. 8-4.P; LVI-1.44. I 
Upstreom Distance, cm Downstream 
FIGWEE 21.-Refluctloo of s h o t  wave hwm Bat surface (adapt& from Page and &gmt, 
referance 11, Bg. 7). 8arR .MI-1.47; R-8x106; turbulent boundary Irryer; tllcaretical 
APlP., 0.19. 
REFLECTIONS OF A 3' STEP WAVE 
(3) Thc p r e ~ u r e ~ f o r  t,he turbulent case f h ~ t  rises to a value. 
near that predicted by simple tlleory and then decreases. 
In thc laminar case t.here is an apprcciablo overcompression, 
fnllowed by an expansion. As notcd above, the indicated 
t.llcoret.ical value is doubtful; but t . 1 ~  d8erence in prcssure 
rises for turbulent nnd laminar cases is renl. 
Figure 21 is adapted from the mrasurernents given by 
Fage and Sargcnl (refcrcnce 11). This gives the pressure 
distribut.ion due to tho reflcction of a wave of nearly the 
satlie strengt,h as the one in figure 19. The figure gives 
data only for a turbulent boundary layer at a higher Reynolds 
number t,I~an that in the abovo case (6X10B as compared 
wit11 0.9X 109, but it will bo noted that the distrilntion is 
similar to thc turbulent casc of k u r e  19. 
Several features of these pressure distributions are out- 
sL&nding: (1) For the lurbulent casc the pressure rises 
steeply with little preliminary compression. In t,lie laminar 
case thcre is an initial smalI rise, or "bump," in t,he distri- 
but.io11, brginning considerably fartlwr upstream of the ~na in  
rise' (' The parts of cwcs by 
about )6 cent.imdLur; for the Ittminar case i t  is farther bacli. 
MACH REFLECTIONS 
Measurements of surfaca pressures at  Mach reflections aro 
given in figure 23. Tlluse show thc same felrturcs as the 
regular rcflcctions above. A schliercn pic-turo of this 5-lach 
reflection is reproduced in figure 13 (c). 
REFLECTIONS OF A 10' CONE WAVE 
Figure 24 gives surface pressure distrilut.ions for lhc rcflcc- 
tions of the wave due to a lo0 cone. This hire shoulcl be 
compared with t411c prossure dist,ribut>ions at tllc rcflection 
of a comparable step wave, shown in figurc 23, and note 
should be &ken of the simila'rity in upstream pressure dis- 
tributions in the t~vo cases. 
A set of using 30 acdgc, is girci 
22. shock wave llrre is Lllc for which a 
pregsure svcy is in %. (y=2.S tllia 
the pressura risei, in both cases, aro hig1li.r than the thcoret 
icd (again note tlx remarks above). The 
in the laminar case is higher t.hm LllaL in the  turbulent cme. 
REFLECTION OF SHOCK FVS\TES FROM BOUNDARY LAI'ERS 
4 - Wedge 
8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 ' 3  
Upstream Distance, cm Downstream 
FlunxBL-Refkction of&mlsbock ware from Bat W. I-IW; M1-1a  R-O.OXI(I(. 
MI 
- Wedge 
Upsfreom Distance, an Downstream 
FIGCRE 23.-Mach reflcctfon. 8-83; L W I - L ~  R-ROXIOI. 
aEFLECTIONS OF A % CONE WAVE 
Figure 7 gires pressure measurements through the .ya?e, 
and figure 25 g k e s  t.he surface-pressure measurements at the 
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Upstream D'ktonce, an 
~~efIt?c~tiorls, for turbulent and Iaminar boundary layers. A 
drprtrture from the trends of the last four cases will be ob- . 
wrvcti; thal is, there is no relative displ~cernent of the! two 
ctvvcs; the.y coincide ait.h each other early.. - . . 
In cw~nrrtion wit11 t.Ks i t  should be notod that a 5' cone 
ware Iias s tot.81 theoretical pressure rise p,/pl of 1.05 and 
corresponds,-in ht.d pressurc'rise, that is, in strength, to a 
1' step wave. IIoaever, the initial theoreticaI pressure jump 
p,/pl is onlx 1.002, and so, becanse of the effect of shack 
tllickness, the init.iaI pressure gradient magT be ouly of tLc 
ortIt!r 0.01 atmosphere pcr cent,imeter (see section "Remarks 
011 S1loc.k Wares") and separation majf not occur. 
SUPEBSONlC FLOW AT A CORNER WITH BOUNDARY LAYER 
Tllc pressure distributions ahcad of a corner; for turbu- 
lent and laminar flow, arc prascnted in figures 26 and 27. 
Schlicren pictures of the two cases are reprodrrccd in figures 
3 (c) and 3 (d). Tlle sirni1arit.y betwecll theso pressure dis- 
tributions anti thosc for t-he lrflecbion of an  incident step 
wavt! is quite apparent. 
BEFLECTIONS OF IhiPULSETYPE WAVEY 
A11 im~)uIw-type wave was obtained in the initial part of the 
pressure fidd due a 2' COnC of O.Ol-Ccntimct~ Rose radius, 
hlleasuremcnts t1mug.h the \rave arc given in 6gure 6, while 
figure 28 gives the surface pressure dist.ributions at reflections 
of the wave from turbulent anti laminar bounrIrtry 1ayc1-s. 
Froune 26.-Flow In cornor. Turbulent boundary layer; comer angle 8, 1P; h i ~ - i . &  
R-0.UXIOI. 
. .  . . 
Upstreom Distance, cm h w n s t r e m  




Upstream Distance, cm Downsheom 
Fmuaa. 28.-Reflection of h p u k t y p e  wave. .Wt-1.32; R-0.OXIOI. 
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Frr,raz 29.-ReBectfon of impuktm shock wave tom mt snrlnce. 8-1.5"; MI-La; 
R-O.OX101. 
The upstream portions of the pressure distributions look 
Euch like the typical ones already observed. above. But 
farther downstream the effects are different; the striking 
feature is the i " s m o o t ~ "  or L ' m ~ u "  of the impulse 
wave by the laminar boundary laj-er. 
In figure 29 are shown the w&ctions of the wave due to a 
1.5' wedge. Xo measurements of the wave itseff had been 
made a t  the time figure 29 was obtained, but it is believed 
to be the k p u l ~ ?  type. Thrt same tgpical snloothing by 
the lanlinar hounclarj- layer is exhibited. 
Downstream 
To study better the phenomena, a dean impulse-type 
wave ti. e.. d h o u t  a foUowing compression) rras o b t h e d  
by the methoti described in the section "Remarks on Shock 
The form of tIis mire  is shorn  b: the measure- 
nwnts in figure 9, and schlieren pictures of the reff ections 
from turbulent and laminar boundnv layers are giren in 
figure :30. The surface pressure distributions for the reflee 
tion are shown in fiwre 31. Again the smearing by the 
laminar boundary lager is strikingly exhibited. Xote 
should be taken that tile upstream effect is the same as that 
for step waves. 
described in the section "~~ensurements  of Total Heatl." . 
The measurements are given, in figures 32 and 33. For a . -- .. 
better appreciation of these total-had measurements, the 
static-pressure measurements of figure 19 are akio partly - 
reproduced in the same figures, this time in terms of actual 
pressure. The curves clearly sholr the thickening of the . . .  . 
boundaI?; layer upstreah of the shock and a definite region 
of separation in the laminar case. (A 1ongitudinal.totaI- . ... - 
head surrej- in the undisturbed bounttarj- lager . r e g  near 
.- - 
the pIate is giren, in fig. 15, for comparison.) 
.- 
Figure 34 is a diagram of the shock-interaction region at a 
turbulent bounJarr lager and figure 35 is that for a laminar 
boundtrr~ la-er. Thrve were constructed on the basis of . 
information from the schlieren picti~res (fig. 16), surface- 
pressure measurements (fig. 191, and total-head kasure- .  
ments (figs. 35 and 33). The streandine ahead of the shock . 
in the laminar case was computed bg approsimating the 
initial pressure rise by two straight Lines. The l l a c h - n u i -  
bers,. otllrr than the initial Mach number, sere  computd.  . .. 
- .  
. >- 
. . - < A,< , 
- .. -. - 
..- .: =e ;%- 
. - .  >-. - 
MODELS OF TYPICAL REFL-ECTIOSS 
The case of the 4 . 5 O  step ware r a s  selected for further 
iuvest.ktion in order to get a better understanding of the 
. 
interaction region. Meas&ements of total head near the I (a) Tnrbaleat bwrrlary laser. @I a r  boun- laser. surface in the interaction region viere ob t.aemed b j  the method ~ r o c s r  ~ . - R M O U  patterns o~tmpulsptypa -re. L u ~ - ~ ~  
Upstream - Distance, cm Downstream 




Upstream Distance, cm Downstream 
F ~ o u u  33.-RefLectlanofshock asre from @~tsurhce .  Condltlonsncnr surfm wlth 1amhr.r 
boundary. Iayer; a-LP; .?d,-l.w R-QOXlOI. 
------Resswe disbibufim ' 
on wall 
4 Upsheom compression 
F1001~ M.-Reflection of &I& wave hm tlat YYW. Condltim mar mbl! wltb I FIGVIE 34-Yodel of.hock-wive rdectlm h m  flat surfan with tubuknt boundary layor. 
turhlcnt boundary Iayer; d-CB; -M-l.U; R-0.BXIP. Ineldent ware 1.4 .5O;  ,WI-1.14; R-O.BXl@. 
REFLECTIOS OF SHOCK WAVES FROM SHEAR LAYERS 
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Since accurate quantitative results for reflection of shock 
wares from shear 1q-ers couId not be obtained, o& a fen- 
representative caws are discussed here. F i r e  36 shows 
typical interaction configurations used in the attempted 
study of the reflection process. The incident ware fmnl 
the wedge interacting with the shear layer (wake of a flat 
plate, 5' in. thick, 1% in. long) splits up into the transmitted 
and reflected sq-stcnls of waves. The general character of 
the shear layer is shotm by the typical proliles, measured 
with a total-head tube, ~ h i c h  are reproduced in figure 37. 
The widening of the wake, together with the nonuniformity 
of f l o ~  introduced by the trailingedge shock wares, ren- 
dered attempts at quantitative measurements of the reflected 
and transmitted a a r e  s -p tem atremely dficult. Qualita- 
tirely, tlie effect of the shear-la~er profile shape on the 
reflection process may be seen from figures 36 (a) and 36 (b) 
wlim the reflected wave is seen to be stronger  hen the 
reflection takes pItrce from the part of a shear layer nith a 
greater gradient and greater change in Mach number. 
Cent~meten 
-,--Turbulent boundary layer 
. . 
FIGURE Xi-Mcdd otshocl-wave re8ection horn Bat surPace with Iemfnar houmfiuy layer.. 
Incticnt wave I .  Go: MI-1-11; R-QBXIW. 
The streadine currature immediately following the corner 
(fig. 35) is of the correct order of magnitude to account. for 
the difference in maximum surface pressures in the laminar 
and turbulent cases. The shape shown for the separated 
region is not meant to be an accurate representation. Only 
its EX tent along the flat surface is definite. The waTe of 
the reflected wave far from the interaction region has been 
dram, in the lave, at the theoretical -due. (See section 
"Reflection of Inclined Shock T a r e  from Plane Surface.") 
tions when the reflection process took place on the laminar 
boundary layer near the leading edge of the plate (i. e., a t  
low Repolds numbers). Here the upstream influence was 
sometimes large enough to affect the 0ot-i at the nose of the - 
plate; this in turn affected the character of the boundary 
h ~ e r  and the resulting interaction was eren more complicated 
than usual. .This consideration malics it imperative that 
the laminar regions extend sufEcientIy far downstream of 
the leading edge. 
Another point of interest to be noticed in the abore- 
mentioned photographs is the deflection of the shear Iayer 
at the interaction. Here, again, accurate quantitative 
melisuremenfs prored unsuccessful. The coruplica tions 
: mentioned abore were fd t  to outl~eigh the tLreoreticaI . 
adrantages to be obtained by preliminary i n ~ e s ~ t i o n s  of 
. . 
purely supersonic shear l a g e ~ .  - 
EE3IhEKS ON BOUNDARY LAYERS IN SUPERSONIC FLOW 
In these experiments it )!-as necessaq- to have control of .. .- . 
the boundary layer, that is, to have means of establish& 
laminar or turbulent boundary lagers as required and of 
ascertaining that clean conditions in the respect-ire cases had 
been obtained. 
L43UKAR B0UNL)ARY LAYER 
To obtain a surface irith a laminar b o u n d q  l a ~ e r  a . 
wedgeshaped plate, like that on the left in sketch (n), 
used. A Iaminar boundary Iayer extending back at least 
.12 centimeters (R=1.3X 109 on the upper surface could be - 
obtained. I t  was fomd bt%t to haye the upptbr surface at. a 
*ht lregatire angle of attasli (about 0.1"). The leading 
edge must be free of nich and other imperfections. Trials 
~ t h  a flat. plate ha-v a pointed nose as on the r;ght in 
sketch (n) prored for establkGng a large enough 
region e t h  bminar boundary layer. 
appears fiat conditions (impt.rfections, - 
of stagnation points, espansion regions, etc-) are of . 
gTeat importance; a terntic study of the problem has 
not yet been madem .. . 
1, sho&-Fme and boun&rJ--layer interaction, dficdties . 
encountered in the measurement of pressure &bibu- 
TUEBLZEXT BOUHDABY LAYER 
The production of a turbulent b o u n d a ~  laxer requires 
jus t  as much care m that of e, laminar boundary layer. In 
subsonic Bow, the transition from laminar to turbulent' 
b o u n h y  layer depends on Rejnolcls number and on the 
amplitude (and frequency) of disturbances imposed on the 
laminar ffosr. These same parameters. nre important in 
supersonic flay, but no quantitative data are arailable. 
aS already mentioned abore, nose shape, position of stagna- 
tion point, leading-edge imperfections, and so forth appear 
to influence strongly the transition. 
- -- 
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ca) Refkcrbn 8 centlmteEi behlnd haUng edge. 
(bl .Reflectfon5 centImetrnr behlad bttlng edge. 
Eraran 36.-Tj-pIcal reEectIons dshoek ware kom shear her. M=138; kldent  ware 6. a; s d e ,  two and oae-half t h e 6  fuU scale. 
REFLECTIOX OF SHOCK WATES FROM BOUNDARY LAYERS 911 - 
Down 
Prom 3f.-Tppfal3ra& number pro& tn vake of gat plat& T, distance behind tmIl[ng 
&ge; p, distance from center Ifne ofwake. 
now 
- P, 
@) C r o s  sections thmagh plates. 
Tracings of the t&imition r&on, on the surface of the plate 
shoim on the left in sketch (n), mere obt-ained by the tech- 
nique described in the section "ITisualization of Transition 
in ~ o & d a r ~  La-yers." These tracings are reproduced in 
6gu.e 18. Turbulence is esttiblished early in the ~ O T F  
directly behind nicks in the leading edge and spreads out 
into wedge-shaped zones, by the procks of 
(reference 18). Remora1 of the nicks from the leacling edge 
and careful smoothing eLiminate the  edges shaped turbulent 
regions from the middle of the plate but not the regions on 
the sides, ~ h i c h  originate at the juncture of plate and side 
walls. (These turbulent zones must be taken into account 
in any lnminar-bounckq-layer measurements which gire 
an integrated value across the span of the plate, e. g., by 
quantit.ati~e schlieren, interferometer, or X-ray techniques. 
Such turbulent side regions, and any other mixed regions 
that might exist on the middle of the plate, dl inkoduce 
considerable errors if neglected in the calculations.) 
The abore discussion indicates that it ma1 be ~UXcult to 
obtain a clean turbulent b o u n d a ~  Ia~er ,  unless regions re11 
- . 
dovmstream of the leading edge are used (more than about - - 
15 cm in the prevent case). Eren raising R is not sdicient- _ - 
to ensure that there mas not be long c'tonguesJJ of laminar - 
flon extending into the turbulent region. In the pres6nF*-' . -- 
experiments it nas found con~enient o ensure an earb%eD- 
developed turbulent boundary layer by stretching a 0.005- 
-.  
inch wire across t-he surface of the pIate, about an  inch doi~n- - 
stream of the leading edge. This *creates a disturbance in 
the laminar b o u n d q  layer ~rhich causes an  early transition . - 
to a uniform turbulent flow (fig. 18 (c)). - .- 
- - .  
+ 
ID~TIFICATFX OF ~ A R  ~ ? i i  TG~BULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS 
- 
- -- 
In schlieren or s h a d ~ ~  pictures, the laminar boundary 
l a p r  has a sharply d&ed edge, while the turbulent bound- . 
a r ~  layer is thick and difFuse (cf. figs. 12 (6) and 12 [a)). 
At some distance domt ream of the leading edge,  here the 
turbulent side regions hare become fairly wide, and in cases 
where mixed regions exist at  the middle of the plate, this - -- 
method d l  be confusing. Hoverer, when i t  is supple- -. 
mented by other checks, for example,. study of transition 
zones and measurement of profiles, so that the typical 
- 
appearances are correctly learned, then the -FisurtI method 
can be reliable and very con~enient. 
Figure 17 shows typical profle measurements in lamhar 
and turbulent boundar~ layers established by the methods - 
discussed. above. They rrere obtained from total-head 
measurements and cnlculated on the basis of a Prandtl 
number of unity. Since the pmfles are principally for com- - . 
parison, it was not neces sq  to make more elaborate meas- 
urements and calculations. 
It !dl be noted that in these experiments the boundary 
l a ~ e r s  are lRmiTlar or turbulent at  the same Reynolds number. - --- 
Doubt is sometimes espressed as to ~ h e t h e r  the clistinction . . 
is did, that is, rhether an 'rari3cialJ' production of tur- 
bulent boundav layer, as b~ the wiie technique described, . 
gives a "genuineb turbulentJJ boundary layer. In this . 
connection it should be recalled that in aU cases the pro- 
duction of turbulent boundary layer is artscial. That is, 
the establishment of a turbulent b o u n d q  layer is a transi- --- 
tion from an essentially unstable to a stable conf5ggntion. - 
The transition can take place over a e d e  range of Rejnolds 
numbers depend in,^ on the disturbances imposed on the 
(unstable) laminar flo-ir. Turbulent £lor produced b~ early 
transition is just as genuine17 turbulent as that dereloping 
later and shows the same characteristics (cf. figs. 19 and 21). 
In some theoretical in~estigations of shocli:~are and_-' 
boundary-la-rer interaction (cf. reference 13) the thickness 
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of the subsonic part of a boundary layer is important. It 
will be noted in m e  17 that there is little difference in sub- 
sonic thicheases of the laminar and turbulent boundary 
layers, a t  least in that case. Furthermore, i t  is obvious B a t  
in the cases where the outer flow is near A$= 1, for example, 
transonic flow, there could be little Merence in subsanic. 
thicknesses. Reference 6 gives measurements demonstrat- 
ing such a case. 
Some discussion concerning the production of shock rnavB- 
in the presence of wdls with boundary layer and of possible 
reflection patterns has already been given. A few words 
may be added here on the comparison of the measured 
results with the e.xisthg theoretical studies of Homarth, 
Tsien and Finston, Aiarble, and Lees. Howarth (refwmcc 
14) deals with tho case of an impulse-type shock wave in a 
uniform supersonic field nrhich is reff ected from a half-infinite 
subsonic field. me problem is then characterized by two 
hIacll nunlbers 31, and N2 in the supersonic and subsonic 
half plane, respectively, by the strength of the aave, and 
finally by t.he only charactctrist-ic length of the problem, the 
width e of the irnp~ilse-type wave. Hon-arth uses the stand- 
ard linearized potential equation and cliscusses the pressure 
distribution near the discontinuity surface as a function of 
ill, and M2 dlicli occur only in a combination k 
Thus k represents a reflection coefficient. On the basis of 
this model, Howttrth is able to demonstrate quantitatively 
in a simple fashion the upstream influence and, iu general, 
the pressure cfistribution produced by the incoming corn- 
pression wave; bot,h compression and expansion regions 
appear in this distribution. , 
Tsien nnd Finston (reference 13) have attempted to im- 
prove Howar'h's model to make it more closely correspond to 
the boundary-layer problem. They retain the linearization 
but consider the subsonic part of Howarth's model to be 
bounded by a solibsurface. Thus a new length b ,  the thick- 
ness of the subsonic region, enters. On the basis of this 
model, which is now characterized mainly by illl, M2, and b, 
two cases are discussed: Thc reflection of a step wave and the 
flow near a small corner. Pr&ure distributions on the wall 
nrid near the surface of discontinuity are obtained. The 
combination of compression and expansion in the reflected 
aave is again obtained and the upstream influence is demon- 
strated in-the case of Both the rellech-n and the ffow wi$Ilin 
a corner. The autho~s then proceed to discuss t h e  experi- 
mental results, specifically the &Terence in the interaction 
process bctwecn laminar and turbulent boundary layers, and 
arrive a t  the conclusion that the thickness of the subsonic 
part of a boundary layer is the characteristic length param- 
eter and that this length is of a different order of magnitude 
in tho laminar and turbulent layers. It has already been' 
pointed out that in all cases so far investigated the subsonic 
sublayer is of roughly the same tliickncss in tl~t? laminar R I \ ~  
turbulent layers, and hence the argurnerlt of Tsicn and 
Finstan js .certaiuly not correct. 
The subsonic sublayEr is of major importance and oric is ti 
priori tempted to define a length pnmmcter hused on this 
. - 
thickness b and t.he Prandt.1-Glaucrt factor 41 -11125 LIutil~lt! 
f i c u l t y  is immediateIy npparent, namdy, that I f 2  in an 
actual casebis i n d e h t e  since varies from 0 t i  1 h 
the subsonic layer. Hence- a certain mran value for 31, 
should h i  take~i which would be diflcrenl in tllc lnmjnar and 
turbulent cases. The ob.~ious clifficulty of .dekr~nining tliis 
mean value in a rational way led, as a matter of fact, tu 
Colo's h~estigat.ion of the ~jropagation of sou~ld wvcs  i11 a 
boundary layer briefly mentioned in rcfrrrnce G. Hcrc t h  
diffraction of sound Raves due to tlic vdocity profilo a.ns 
studied and the difference between laminar antl turbulent 
profiIes was shown. - .  . 
Marbb (refercnco 12) restricts h i c l f  to ttlc cast. of pr~rrly 
supersonic flow and considers thc reflection anti transmission 
of weak sliock waves tlvougll shear l&ycrs. Thc omission 
of the subsonic part is evidently ct very great simplific!ation 
of the problem and excludes the possibility of compnring 
. Alarble's'results wif,ll boundary-Iaycr processes. IIowcvcr, 
tllis simplificatioh enables Marble to -consider arbitrary 
velocity .distributions. The discussion of rarious rcflectiorl 
patterns as given by Marble is rather intcrcsting and impnr- 
t-ant for the outer layers of a boundary laycr \\.here his corn- 
piti t iois apply locally. 
The t h e e  papers discussed alrovc have in conlruou thtl  tllc 
equations are linearized. ActunlIg the u t lcn~p ts 11iadc n 11d 
discussed in this report to inrestigatc! a t.j-picnl shcnr layer 
for a comparison with 31arb1e1s theory, wrm. essentially 
intended. to check on thc applicabilitj- of Lllt:  liilcarixnlion 
since this is the odj ;  stringent assumplion 11~11'Ll~'~s work. 
In the case of a dienr lnjer the linearixntibn npprars to apply 
reasonably well. In tlle boundary-luycr iuvcst.ignfiorl, on 
the other hand, tlic mensurement.s showecl that lllc! inlrr- 
action process is nonlinear in chractcr even for rely wvnk 
vares, that is, for \vsres.for WIUCIL the linrarizcd tI~cury of 
supersonic flow (e. g., for airfob) is Z ~ I Q S ~  lo holtl well,. 
As a, matter of fact, in the mcasurrmenh reportcd hcxrc it 
was difficult indccd to obtain rcficcliorls from. u lnmilmr 
boundary layer wit.hou t local scpnra t ion. 
Lees (reference 9) La.s extcndctl antl used a procedure, 
given-independently in reference 8, in which tllc I'ohlhttnsc~i 
method is used together with sbnplr s~lpnrsonic-flow tllcory 
of the outer %ow to account for the ~ionlincnr intyra~cl ion 
process. This attempt. appears to bc at prrscnt thc riiosl 
realistic one, since the measuremnt.~ clcnrly intlicatc t huL 
t.he behavior of the boundary layer in n pressure grndirnt 
&ead of the shock .mare is of primnry importa~lcc. I11 
agr.eement with tho experimental rcsrrlts reported I!cl.t?, L,~cs 
finds that the laminar boundary lager should almost always 
separate in a shock-wave reflection process. Still, 
model and assumptions are too restrictive to load to qunn- 
titative. results as yet, and the validity of the pmrcdur~c, 
especially since seprtrabion occ~lrs, is not ccrhin. 
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The problem of computing the length of upstreamt in- 
ff uence. if the shock-ware and boundarj--1a~er characteristics 
are knonn. has so far not been solred quantitatirelj--, 
From an investigation of the reflection of shock Tares 
from boundary layers, the following conclusions are drawn: 
I .  If an oblique shock ware is reflected from a solid surface 
in steadx flow, then the reflected Kare pattern depends 
stronglyupon the state of the boundary layer on the surfare. 
Laminar ant1 turL~ulent boundary lavers lead to req- dif- 
ftwnt reflection pat terns in the neighborhoorl of the surface. 
The r~gion in ~ h i c h  the differences are  lied exte-nds to 
wveral hundred boundarx-Iaj-er thichesses out from the 
solid surface. The reflection in the turbulent case is much 
rloser to the non~iscous idenhation. In the Ianlinar case 
the reflection process differs essentia11~ from the nonl-iscous 
pat t e n  
2. The laminar boundaq- layer almost a1waj-s separates 
in a limited region ahead of the impinging shock Tare. The 
pressure increase extends upstream for distances of about 50 
hunda-rv-layer thicknesses in the Mach number and 
Keynolds number range inrestigated. In spite of the locaI 
*paration and the pressure gradient, transition does not 
always occur imnlediately folloming the reflection process. 
In the turbulent bomdag layer no separation was found. 
3. Similar results hold for the interaction with a shock 
ware originating in a corner. The pressure distributions 
here are similar to those found in the reflection pattern; in 




4. Shock rrares of the step type have to be distinguished 
- - from the impulsetype viare. An impulse-t-pe ware 
consists of a shock followed immediateIy by an e.qansion 
Tare. An impulse-tne mire can be produced b~ a suitabIk . 
leading-edge shape on a viedge. ImpuIse-type r a r e - a i  --- 
found aIso to ori-hate from ~ ~ e d g e s  and cones of small 
- - _-* 
deflection angle. Here nose cma tu re  and visqous effects - 




5. The essential feature in boundaq-layer interaction 
is the behavior of the boundary-layer flon- in the region 
of pressure gradient upstream of the shock wave. Laminar ---- 
and turbulent Ipjers diier in this respect and not mainly 
in the thickness of the subsonic subIayer. 
- 
6. The laminar boundav Iayer on a flat plate in supersonic 
- -- 
flow s h o ~ s  ~edge-shaped transition regions originating from 
the side walls and disturbances of the surface, similar to 
the weU-laom subsonic case. This contamination effect - .  
is important for the evaluation of boundaq-layer profdes 
from interferngrams and, in general, for all methods in which a > - -  - 
measurements taken in the boundary Iayer are integrated 
-. - 
across the tunnel. 
-- 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  TEST SECTION ISCOEPOBATIHG 
FLEXIBLE NOZ2Z.E' 
C.LLIBRATION AXD EVALUATION OF FLEXIBLE EOZZLE 
The working section of the GALCIT 4- b ~ '  10-inch 
transonic tunnel is sketched in figure 14 showkg the essential 
features of the design. The floor bIocli of the test section 
ISTBODUCTIOX 
The problem of using a flexible nozzle for the production 
of continuowlg rariable, shock-free, uniform, supersonic 
flow consists esentiaug. in derisk a means of closelr 
a ~ ~ r o ~ m a t i n g  the requisite sha~t.s the 
deflection patterns of the nozzle plate. An analytical 
attempt at determining the optimum end conditions, 
positioning of loading points, and magnitude of the loadings 
maF, in general, be set up as a beam problem -irith k n o m  
end conditions of the beam (direction usually &xed, f o ~  
smooth entrance and exit f l o ~  conditions} ancl point loads. 
The control rarialdes viould then be the number, the location, 
and the rnagnitutle of the loads. The aim is to reproduce 
prwribed shapes orer a part of the span. In order that 
tlw representation as a beam be a reasonable one the stXness 
r,.Io of the nozzIe plate must be high. 
carries the one-viaf flexible nozzle plate together uith ' the 
'A rnm d&Wi d&ptbn of the d m  mas be lomd in rekrencc 12. 
> -  
sm-irelhg jac l ia rer  controls for the main nozzle anct the 
. 
second t h a t !  The floor is hin& just domt ream of the 
,in jack and its doumtreanl end be raised or Iolvercd 
bT a jack at the eGt md to alter boundan--Iayer compema- 
tion. The alterations in boundarJ--Iaver d o ~ ~ c e  c- be
-- - - 
ranied out during operation. The ce* block of the 
tunnel supports the entire traversing mechanism ant1 con- 
tains a dot for the trarersing arm. A pressure bos mounted 
. 
on the eeiling block encloses the tlnversiq mechanism and. 
seaIs it to the test section. Pressure sealing of the test 
section is secured by means of rubber tube-ingroore seaIs 
between the side walls and floor and the ceiling blocks. The .- 
main flexible nozzle consists of a spring steel pIate of varying 
thickness as shown in f i g w e  38. I t  is anchored in the con- -, 
traction, nith the do-tream end also dirrctiondred but --- 
free to more horizontalI~ on rollers \dwn deflected b~ the 
jacks. The second-throat nozzle plate begins 1s-here the 
 prima^ nozzle ends. The flexible second tbroat acts as a, _ 
supersonic diffuser during supersonic operation and as a 
speed control for the subsonic rsnge. 
- .. - 
Orfgbl ly  om more control !R the form of a L n d h  -moment a m  raa'h 
-ra rhh use of thk mtml WBS snbwqoent I& to h -factm~ st% 
m n t  tfme the ann h used onIy for the purpose o'9mrldlng an e~tm Euide m P W  for the 
plate. 
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Nozzle plate ond fittings 
-085" .Main jack .I$" @and jock 
A 11t 1 gs I 8 a ~ 4 u ~ . - - . - 1 5 ' 1 ~ 9 n - j  
Representation as fixed-end beam 
FIGURE 38.-Flalhle nozzle plate. 
MATCHING PROCEDURES 
In t,lle interests of a simple, pr~ctical design for the 
GALCIT 4- by 10-inch transonic I$-ind tunnel (see reference 
15 for dctaiIs), t.he problem stated in t,hc introduct,ion to t.he 
appcndix was fu r th r  narrowed dou-n. Some of the less 
inlportant variables were elinlinakd by physical consider- 
ations of dcaign and t,ria1-and-error methods. The number 
of jack poinh, or loads, on the plate was restricted to two. 
Thc 1ocat.ion of these was fixed. Figure 38 shows the fmaI 
cotlfiguration adopted for the flexible nozxIe pIate. This 
procedure was just.%~d 11ntcr by tests (reference 12, p. 14) 
~vikiclh slloii-cd t.hat., with the nozdc controls set to reprodltce 
approximately thc dcsign aemdj-namic shapcs, tLc flow in 
the test scction .was reasonably uniform. For an cnsjr, 
continuous operation of t,he ttur~nel it was necessary to bo 
able rapidIy to set the cont.rol jacks for t~svc-free flow at 
any desircd hIacIi riurr~ber iu. the design raw. It was 
logical to determine the settings by systematic calculat.ion 
rather than to obtain a purely cxparitnental calibration. 
For this purpose, t,lle simplified problcm nisy be poscd ns 
follows: Given a bcam of known thickness distribution with 
directionhed ends and Ioadcd nt two sporific locations 
with point lods.  IT: and RT2, it is rcquircd to f i d  a com- 
bination of Ti; and TV2 producing a dcfiect,ion shape of the 
beam closeIy match& a given curvc (thc rcquirod acro- 
dynamic shape) and a t  the same t,irnc att.airling s prescribed 
ma...imum deflcct.ion. This restriction on the maximum of 
the deflection curve arises out of tllc unique area ratio (tcsl 
section to t h a t  section) associated with a dmircd supcr- 
critical flow in the test section. The h lmn  dimc~~iuiouu and 
end c.ondit,ions of tlle nozzle plate are suficient to define a 
sj-skrnatic procedure' for determining the jack positions in 
order that t.he nozzlc platc shape may rrpp~nxi~~iatc pr - 
scribed diapes (reference 19). In ptlrt.iculnr, this lcnowledgo 
permits a chart of possible platc h p c s  with a givcn maxi- 
mum to be d r a m  wit11 t,he lotad ratio Tl>/li;=v as a pnrum- 
eter. Such a chart. is &own in figure 30. Thc! valuc of v ,  
designating the shapc which best fits the acl-odpmmic 
curve, has to be determined from na obscrvat.ion O of figure 
FIOWE 38.-Matchl~g of mrodynamlc and eIasffe shapes. M- Id. 
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39 superposed on the design shape (fig. 40) be@ approxi- 
mated. The correspondinp control settings are then easily 
computed since the deflection influence functions for the 
nozzle plate are knoun. Figure 40 shotvs the six aero- 
dyntimic design shpru, ant1 a representative case of matching- 
for deter- the parameter P' is shown in m r e  39. 
.Table I shows the controI settings obtained bx this procedure 
for the operating range of the tunnel. The maximun dis- 
crepancy in ordinates, over this range, between the design 
shapes and the pIatc deflection curre3 is approximately 
2.5 perc~nt. 
T.4BI.E I 
C'OKTROL SETTISGS FOR FLEXIBLE TOZZLE 
- .  L 
CALIBRATtOS AND EVALUATIOW 
d series of test-section surre.$s was made at the calculated 
control settings for the purpose of calibration of the flexible 
nozzle and deternlination of the degree of uniformity of the 
flow. The surveys were made by means of an ll-inch- 
diameter circular Durdumin plate with a row of radially 
located pressure holes (0.0135-in.diam.) spaced at interrals 
of j4 inch. The circular plate lrpIaced one of the glass 
w5ndo~u in the sides of the tunnel, its center approximately 
coinciding with the center of the 10- by 10-inch test section. 
Figures 41 a-nd 43 show the vertical and horizontal Mach 
- 
number distributions in the test section over t h  supersonic 
range of operat ion. The rertical distributions (fig. 41), 
-,-  
revealing the effect of waves originating at the nozzle, -ind~- 
cate considerablj- greater uniformity of flow as compared 
with that shown by the horizonta1 surreFs. The maxhwn 
 ariat ti on of SIach number (from the mean) in the vt.rtical . .  
direct-ion orer the entire operating range is a p p m ~ a t e l ~  
f 0.5 percent as compared with f 2.5 percent in the hori- 
zontal direction (fig. 41). The smooth rertical distributions 
bear out the fact that because of the use of a relativc.1~- thick, . 
high-strength plate for the nozzIe there rw no IocaI distor- 
. 
tions in the plate. Furthermore, the plate was obserred to 
be ribrationallr verj- stable. The nonuniformitj- in the. -- 
F s n z  4 . - V e f t f d  M&I number distribution. Empty tunwL 
. 
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1lorixont.al surveys \%-as traced to the disturbs-nccs introduceti 
a t  tllc joinb izl t.hc sect.ioncd side walls. Careful scalin,~ 
of t.11~ joints showed t,hat t.he ~llain c~11s-e of tlleso disturbttnccs 
was slight Icnkage a t  the sections. In order to remove a11 
t lor~l  t about the origin of the wares and, furt.lier, to ascertain 
the smoothest flow possiblc iu Llle tuhnel, thc sectioned side 
wtdls yere rcplaccci by smooth, continuous panels made out 
of plastic-lined ~ o o d .  A Ilor.izontd surwy of the Botv 
along thu How direction with tllese continuous side u-slls is 
shown in figure 43. The variations an! now of thc same 







1 . 1  
10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 -8. 10 
Station 
Frsrrar I.-Hodsontsl Mach number dish-ihn#on. Empty tunncL 
Station 
F~rrsas 8.-Harlrontal Mach namberdistributlrm wlth one-plrceslde walIs. Empty tunnel. 
FURTHER CORRECTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF FLOW 
The tcst-section sumcys presented in figures 41 and 43 
wrre a11 condnctcd wit11 the same boundary-layer compensa- 
tion (0.021 in.1i.n.) with the exception of thr Af=1.51 survey. 
As wen in t,llesc figures, the s u n - e ~ s  rercd this compc~mtion 
to be tolcrabl~~ good over t.he rrorking range. Howeyer, 
snlaII over-all gmdicnt,s do exist in t.l!e flows shown. Also 
averaga tcst-scction Mach nunlbers actualljr obtained 
differ by small amounts from thosc indicated by the control 
settings. These small discrepancies are maiilly due to the 
inaccuracies in t.lle boundary-layer allowwice. It was found 
possible to minimize t . 1 ~  over-aIl gradients by making small 
djustmcnts of the movable floor mdl, so changing t . 1 ~  
boundary-laycr comprnsat-ion withont appreciably affecting 
1Iic shape function of the nozzle plate. Figure 44 shows 
tost-wction surveys for Af= 1.5 with different set.tings of the 
conipen.wt.ion. Figure 44 (a) shows the flow with the 
origi~lltl compensation of 0.021 indl per inch while figure 
Station 
. . 
(a) Bdm ehanw. 
. . . . . - .  - 
(b) iUtcr c b c .  
F~GDEE 44.-Ef!& of & u g e  In boundary-bpor correction on horlronk Mactl liurnbcr 
dhtrhution. M-1.6. 
44 (b) shows tllc improvcd flow. Tllc gradicnt has bcen 1 effective1y elirninatcd arid thc mngnit~rde of thc varintions 
smoothened out.. 
The deviat.ions of rrvcrngc tcstscctio~i Mach nunher 
from t h  iudicatcci (calcnla~tl) values arc dr~o niainlg to 
slight diffel-cnces in thu arca ratios. Tllc cffcclivc nrcrr 
ratio, after a.1lowance for boundary-laycr growth nncl malI 
deflectiq.~ .of thc nozzIc platc duc to &rodjnnrnic loading, 
differs f b m  t.Ilr thcoretirbal ratio on tvhic.11 tilt! 11ozzIe conl-rol 
complitit.io~ls are based. 111 vicw of t . 1 ~  quite ~n1oot.11, 
I 
uniform flow achieved a t  the caIc111a t ccl con t 1-01 set t i n p ,  a 
simple col*l.ection based on tht! obscl~~rul Inmn flow in 1110 
tesl s c c w  sen-d to calibrate thc juttk controls for tho 
prductLei of fro@ with desired Jlach number. Piguro 
: 45 s h o ~ - ~  the calcula tc\d cont.roI set ti~lgs correc tcd in this 
manner.: 
.. . 
I I I I I 
- 
I .I 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
Test-section Mach number 
Fr~tac  a-FlellbIenouIe cattrol settlnga. 
REFLECTIOX OF SHOCK FTb- FBOY BOlTXDhRT LS7iERS 
SUBSOSIC OPEBATION I REFEREXCES 
For the subsonic range of operation of the tunnel a flexibIe 
s c m d  throat is used as a speed control using the c h o k  
technique (reference 30) as a nie8ns for stabilizing the Bow. 
Figure 46 shows the ca!ibmtion cume .for the speed control 
for the subvonic speed range. 
Test-section Mach number 
F I ~ ~ L P ~  4&-Seamd-thrwt callbratton for subsonic opentioa. 
COSCLUSIOS 
Vniform shock-free flow with continuous control of Mach 
number has been achieved together viith simplicity of con- 
struction and ease of operation. As seen from &re 45, 
over a cohsiderable portion of the supersonic range of opera- 
tion only one jack control is needed for changing the flovr. 
The repeatability of flows in the funne~ has prored to be 
excellent, it being possible to repeat.  an^' test-section Mach 
number to w i t . b  the accuracy of the measuring instruments. 
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